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Orgasm*c Lovers 
by Kaya Jiwan 

Orgasm*c Lovers is a training for people who long to explore the depths of love, sxx and 

intimacy. We will dive deep into relationship dynamics through touch and the language 

of the body. Learn how to open up the body of your lover, how to read the levels of 

arousal and relaxation, how to create magic together through  

body based experiences.  

Orgasm*c Lovers is not an airy fairy woo woo light training but a meeting of yourself and 

your lover in the shadows of self and in the layers of protection that keeps you safe . 
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Orgasm*c Lovers 
18/19/20 June 2021 

Amsterdam 

Topics 
Awakening the body 
Orgasm*c intimacy  

Karma Marmas 
The garden of pleasure  

Arousal in safety  
Coming home in your lover  

Chasing what you have 
The charge of No 
Sxxual Playfield  

The Gold of boredom  
Shame and Shadows  

Liquid Love  
Body Based Relating  

Microdose Heart opening  
Energetic Entering   

Reversed Lovemaking 
Vibration of touch  

Naked Nudity 

Exploration and Learning  
Body communication, attraction of equal opposites, orgasmic relating, power of presence, 

falling and rising in love, weaving of polarity, lovemaking rituals and practices. 

Signature  
Orgasm*c Lover practices with & without touch, conscious embodiment, intimacy, 

sensuality & sxxuality, (optional) nudity, micro dose, shadow work, body based learning 
and exploring. 
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Practical  
3 days  

1100,- euro per couple 

In this training we will micro dose on Saturday with Mexicana truffels, a very light heart 
opening substance that supports the awakening of a deeper body based connection.  The 
levels are micro which means that you will not get high, trip or have a specific ceremony 

around it.  

For whom? 
For all people who are interested in the relating through the body, touch & orgasm. We 

work beyond polarity and welcome all relationship configurations. An introduction call is 
part of the weekend to explore together if this is the right training for you. 

About Kaya  
Although she is trained by the best teachers in the world, the succes of Kaya is the 

layered body system. A methodology based on neuro-science, sxxuological bodywork, 
kundalini awakening and psycho-emotional release therapy. This specific integrated 

approach has transformed the lives of many of her private clients.  

The combination of a down to earth approach and extensive science based knowledge of 
the body, neuro-science, the nerve system and the brain, together with deep spiritual and 

sxxual wisdom makes Kaya one of a kind.  
 

Due to her coma and nearly dead experience, 15 years ago, Kaya has a deep connection 
with the power of life, death, transformation and eternal consciousness. 

Questions:  info@kayajiwan.com 
Claim your spot: Tickets 
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